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The Hands-On, Start-to-Finish Guide to Managing Software Projects with the IBM® Rational Unified Process® 
 

This is the definitive guide to managing software development projects with the IBM Rational Unified Process (RUP®). Drawing on his extensive experience managing projects with the RUP, R. Dennis Gibbs covers the entire development lifecycle, from planning and requirements to post-mortems and system maintenance. Gibbs offers especially valuable insights into using the RUP to manage outsourced projects and any project relying on distributed development teams–outsourced, insourced, or both. 

 

This “from the trenches” guidebook is invaluable for anyone interested in best practices for managing software development: project managers, team leaders, procurement and contracting specialists, quality assurance and software process professionals, consultants, and developers. If you’re among the 750,000+ 

professionals already using the RUP, Gibbs will help you more effectively 

use it. Whatever your role or the RUP experience, you’ll learn ways to

 

·      Simplify and streamline the management of any large-scale or outsourced project

·      Overcome the challenges of using the RUP in software project management

·      Optimize software procurement and supplier relationships, from Request for Proposals (RFPs) and contracts to delivery

·      Staff high-performance project teams and project management offices

·      Establish productive, consistent development environments

·      Run effective project kickoffs

·      Systematically identify and mitigate project risks

·      Manage the technical and business challenges of changing requirements

·      Organize iterations and testing in incremental development processes

·      Transition new systems into service: from managing expectations to migrating data 

·      Plan system maintenance and implement effective change control

·      Learn all you can from project post-mortems–and put those lessons into practice 

 

About the Author

R. Dennis Gibbs has been immersed in a variety of roles since beginning his career in the software industry in the early 1980s, including roles in programming, software technical support, quality assurance, systems engineering, software engineering, project and program management, and consulting and mentoring. His customers have been a mix of commercial and government clients, particularly centered on the civilian federal government and Department of Defense sectors. He currently is a software architect with Electronic Data Systems (EDS) in Herndon, Virginia.
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Robot Vision: Video-based Indoor Exploration with Autonomous and Mobile RobotsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	The book is intended for advanced students in physics, mathematics, computer science, electrical engineering, robotics, engine engineering and for specialists in computer vision and robotics on the techniques for the development of vision-based robot projects. It focusses on autonomous and mobile service robots for indoor work, and teaches...
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Fast Data Processing with Spark (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	High-speed distributed computing made easy with Spark


	Overview

	
		Implement Spark's interactive shell to prototype distributed applications
	
		Deploy Spark jobs to various clusters such as Mesos, EC2, Chef, YARN, EMR, and so on
	
		Use Shark's SQL query-like syntax with...
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Emotions Revealed: Recognizing Faces and Feelings to Improve Communication and Emotional LifeTimes Books, 2003

	A fascinating exploration of how we interpret and experience emotions-and how we can improve our emotional skills-by a pioneering psychologist 

	

	A renowned expert in nonverbal communication, Paul Ekman has led a revolution in our scientific understanding of emotions. Now he assembles his pathbreaking research and...
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Excel 2002 Power Programming with VBAJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Excel 2002 Power Programming with VBA Develop Powerful, User-Oriented Excel 2002 Applications With this unique guide, renowned spreadsheet authority John Walkenbach invites you to harness the full potential of Excel—and join the elite group of users and developers who truly understand what the product is capable of. Offering plenty of...
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Encyclopedia of Prisoners of War and InternmentABC Clio, 2000
This invaluable A-to-Z reference work presents nearly 300 entries that survey the history of prisoners of war and interned civilians from the earliest times to the present, with emphasis on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It explores such themes as famous prisoners of war throughout history, medical conditions, atrocities, escapes,...
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Delivering Carrier Ethernet: Extending Ethernet Beyond the LANMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Even as the value of Ethernet beyond the LAN was being widely recognized, the major challenge was the lack of clarity as to what this “Carrier Ethernet” entailed, and more generally, a lack of understanding of the delivery solutions over the diverse network infrastructures used by Service Providers. This was to a large extent...
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